CONTRACT TOOL
ACCOUNTS
One Company, One Call, Countless Solutions.

} The Need: Controlling Small Tool Expenses
Small tools make up a large portion of the total installed cost of a project. They
are necessary for each craft worker to do their job, yet it takes much more than
just the initial cash outlay to provide tools for your project. The average onsite
worker only spends about 40 percent of their day on productive work; another
40 percent is spent being unproductive due to administrative delays and
inefficient work methods.
As the project owner, you face your own sets of challenges. The true cost of a
tool program includes staffing, administration, freight, mobilization, logistics, and
procurement, and, as the owner, you are also dealing with:
• Asset disposition at project end
• Initial cash outlay/negative cash flow
• Inventory utilization

• Multiple invoices from suppliers
• Tool loss, theft, and abuse
• Tools and supplies warehousing issues

These challenges can add up, resulting in significant losses to craft productivity,
delays in schedules, and costs that exceed your budget.

} The Solution
While many companies can provide you with tools, AMECO’s Contract Tool
Accounts (CTAs) are highly flexible solutions programs that provide you a
cost-effective way to rent and manage small tools, consumables, and supplies.
Whether on a capital construction project or an ongoing, sustaining operation,
CTAs are developed to be customized to fit your specific site needs.
As the pioneers of the one-stop-shop approach to tooling onsite, AMECO shares
the risk. We provide more than just tools; we offer supplies, consumables, and
safety gear. You will get a team of experienced, dedicated onsite personnel, as
well as access to our propriety barcorded tracking system.
Using one contractor with decades of experience and the expertise to get you
what you need, when you need it, cutting the time it takes to mobilize and
deliver, increases your productivity and reduces your total cost, saving an
average 6 to 8 percent.
Value
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• One monthly invoice
• Inventory optimization

• Onsite inventory locations
• Electronic barcode tracking

Small tools do not necessarily have to equal a big expense. Let AMECO help
you control costs by handling everything. We are your backroom support
system, managing all aspects of your tool program and leaving you to manage
your job.

} CTA Benefits
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Enhanced craft productivity

• Eliminates inadequate or poorly
maintained tools and equipment
• Eliminates nonproductive wait time
• Standardizes work processes
• Reduces travel distance to obtain tools,
consumables, and supplies
• Automates the tool management and
control process with the Systematic
Tracking and Reporting (STAR) system

Onsite trailer logistics

• Onsite trailer facilities with full inventories
of tools, consumables, and supplies
• Onsite trailer facility provides tool repair
services resulting in timely response
• Alternate tools are furnished at no
additional cost during repair

Staffing

• Full-time site managers and tool room
attendants

Advanced software
technology for tool control and
management

• STAR system manages small tools,
consumables, and safety supplies onsite

Consumables and small tool
cost controls

• Fixed rate cost of craft hours

Tool repair cost

• Minimized tool repair cost through use of
onsite tool room attendant

Cost of lost or stolen tools

• Percentage of financial loss is covered,
significantly reducing project cost

Administrative cost control

• Reduction of administrate costs related to
purchasing, accounting, and auditing

Freight and mobilization costs

• Consolidated and controlled in the CTA
rate; no additional freight costs to the
customer

Disposition of tools,
consumables, and supplies and
project closeout

• Eliminates unforeseen costs and
increases in inventories through removal
of all materials with no-buyback charges

AMECO’s CTA reduces risk and uncertainty while guaranteeing you have the tools
and supplies you need, when you need them. It is so valuable that a CTA pays
for itself many times over in efficiency, consistency, and savings it brings to your
project.

} One Company, One Call, Countless Solutions
AMECO, headquartered in Greenville, South Carolina, is a global leader in
integrated mobile equipment and tool solutions. We provide a wide range of
services to the construction, mining, government, and industrial markets around
the world. When we give our word, we keep it. We accomplish this by bringing
top-tier people, practices, and assets together to reduce your total costs and to
provide you with the best customer experience possible.
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